
Your Achievements in AIMS A B C D 
A: strongly agree, B: agree, C: disagree, D: 

strongly disagree 
(1) The AIMS-IU program enhanced my ability to collaborate 
with people having different lifestyles and cultures. 

6 1   

(2) The program equipped me with specialized knowledge and 
skills useful for my future. 

4 3   

(3) The program developed my problem-solving abilities. 2 5   
(4) The program improved my English and communication 
skills. 

6 1   

(5) The program improved my awareness on issues faced by the 
ASEAN region. 

5 2   

(6) The program increased my motivation to work for developing 
science and technology in my country or/and ASEAN. 

3 4   

(7) The program increased my motivation to work for sustainable 
development of my country or/and ASEAN. 

5 2   

Is any of the above particularly important for you? Are there any other achievements that you have 
made in the AIMS program? 
 It's good chances for me to improve my communication skill and awareness through AIMS 

Program, the awareness for ASEAN issues that actually happened nowadays, how to solving, 
adapt or mitigate it so we discussed together and find the solution. It is important moments for 
me. (IPB) 

 It's important for me to improve about ASEAN issues and how to adapt and mitigate it. Also, it's 
important about sustainable. Through AIMS program, I can speak in the front with a little 
preparation and so many people. (IPB) 

 I can enrich my perspective and knowledge about other field sciences. I can learn about agriculture 
in Japan not only from Ibaraki University but also from TUAT. I got connection with new people 
who make me want to study more. (UGM) 

 The program helped me to adapt with Japanese culture that is new for me. It was beneficial for 
me and I am grateful for having the lesson and letting me learn how to adapt in this new culture. 
(UnSri) 

 There were a great activity I've ever joined. In my opinion everything just did very well especially 
for all facilities that you provide for us. The most important thing for me was about our soft-skill 
and hard-skill development, and the best achievement that I got from this program and lectures 
was the increasing of my ability to speak in front of many people with English and self-confidence 
as well. (UnSri) 

 Another achievement that I gained is to learn about what situation that other countries are facing 
via communication with other AIMS students Ex. Indonesia nowadays they have problem about 
rice (supply less than demand) (KU) 

Curriculum A B C D 
(1) The program provided an appropriate variety of courses. 2 5   
(2) The program schedule and timetable were appropriate. 5 2   
What did you like about the AIMS-IU curriculum? What improvements do you suggest? 
 I like when we took fieldtrip outside the class and learnt it together and directly from those specific 

places. The improvement I think nothing, overall still good job. (IPB) 
 I like we study for knowledge. It's not for grade. My suggestion is more fieldtrip at Ibaraki 

University. (IPB) 
 I like study tour/field trip that was held by TUAT. In this program we can know agriculture field 

condition and related sciences in Japan. I also could get closer with my friends in AIMS by this 
event. (UGM) 

 I like the study tour courses where we visiting some places like museum. It was beneficial for me 
to know the history and then learn from it. (UnSri) 

 The most interesting thing from AIMS-TUAT curriculum was about our fieldtrip. One suggestion 
from me, maybe in the future from AIMS program especially in TUAT you can involve Japanese 
students to join with us. (UnSri) 

 What I like about TUAT curriculum is in some classes professor gives us a chance to do 
presentation which means we have to do discussion among our group. It is good because we can 
share our thought, our perspective (from different countries). Another thing is it has excursion. So 
we can learn both inside and outside class also we see it with our eyes not just from slide. (KU) 

Your Personal Ability and Participation A B C D 
(1) My English ability was enough to follow the classes. 3 4   
(2) I actively participated in classes and extracurricular 4 3   



activities.  
How are you satisfied/not satisfied with your own ability and attitude in participating in the IU-
AIMS program? 
 Maybe because I still always coming late for some classes in IU program, so I be able not to 

satisfied with my attitude, and I still lack of English communication with the others (IPB) 
 I can interact with another students who have different background. (IPB) 
 I can meet and know new friends from different countries and cultures. I can increase my soft-

skill in social life and get more confident to make new friends with all friends. (UGM) 
 I am quite satisfied with my performance in Ibaraki because I got the adaptation process in Tokyo 

and it is important for adaptation to gain a good performance. Because of that I am brave enough 
to start communicating with English even Japanese even though only a little. (UnSri) 

 Talk about my satisfied, actually I can never be satisfy from what I got so far. Perhaps, my soft-
skill at least little bit increasing but I still need study more in the future. I can't say about my 
attitude by myself, maybe another AIMS member can judge me for what I did and what effort I 
gave in this program, but if I need to judge myself, I wasn't better from another AIMS members 
but I hope I am better than I was. (UnSri) 

 I want to practice my skilled more than this to clearly understand knowledge in this program. 
(KU) 

 I'm satisfied with it although at first I have an obstacle about English accent of some Japanese 
professors (not get used to it yet) but when time passed, It gets better so I can say that I can follow 
the class and enjoy it. (KU) 

IU Facilities and Support A B C D 
(1) I am satisfied with research and experiment facilities and 
appliances at IU. 

5 2   

(2) I am satisfied with the living environment and facilities at 
IU campus. 

6 1   

(3) I am satisfied with the Tutor System at IU. 4 2   
(4) I am satisfied with support by IU faculty and administration. 7    
What did you like about the facilities and support for your study and life at IU? What improvements 
do you suggest? 
 I mostly like facility such as Gymnasium that campus provided to their university students, 

because I be able to play my favorite sports like basketball (on Monday), volleyball (on 
Wednesday), badminton (Thursday and Friday), but I dislike when the winter season coming 
because gymnasium has no heater to warming up the temperature inside gym, so it's so cold when 
we still playing sport in there. Maybe IU could considering this problem. (IPB) 

 Good environment and facilities. I suggest the tutor is more active and help us not only for 
labwork. (IPB) 

 I hope there is a small library and some books should be provided. And we can access this library 
every day or only in holiday. So, we can read book when we stay in dormitory. (UGM) 

 I like the fact that we are welcomed here. It makes easier for me to continue studying if I accepted 
in new society. Because of that I get to know new people and befriend with them. If I may suggest, 
I think having a Halal Food in cafeteria will helped us. But even without that, I am satisfied with 
the facilities here and support from faculty and administration that helped me a lot. (UnSri) 

 Actually you gave everything we need to support our activities in here, and don't have any suggest 
for improvements in the future. Everything were good. (UnSri) 

 What I like about facilities and support in IU are tutor system (helping us about our research and 
sometimes about Japanese thing e.g. language, tourist attraction place) and the place for us to live 
(it is very near campus which is very convenient also the room has cooking space and looks new 
and clean) (KU) 

Overall Experience A B C D 
(1) Overall, I am satisfied with the AIMS-IU program 7    
Any other comments or suggestions? 
 More fieldtrip outside the lecture class. (IPB) 
 More fieldtrip. (IPB) 
 I hope other universities and other countries also join in this program soon. (UGM) 
 I hope for next AIMS program you can involve Japanese students for joining with us studying 

together in class. And for lab works maybe one or two lab works enough for us, so we can more 
concentrate and have more time to conduct about our study in our laboratory. (UnSri) 

  


